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MCI Management, leading technology Private Equity/Venture Capital fund in Central-
Eastern Europe, has become one of the Global Webit Congress Official Partners.

The Global Webit Congress is one of the world’ major and most influential events for 
EMEA and Asia tech and digital ecosystems. Ideal place to start new relations and 
partnerships with people around the world. Participants and media compares it to 
SXSW, CES, Mobile World Congress, DMexco but most of them says – it is unique and 
next to none when it comes to bridging all digital champions and tech superstars from 
EMEA and Asia with rest of the world (over 55% of the attendees are C-level/founders).
The 6th edition of the Congress, based in Istanbul, will take place on October 1st-2nd

2014 and is to host over 10’000 attendees from 110 countries, 300 accredited media, 
280+ speakers, 200 exhibiting startups, 100+ exhibitors and sponsors.

 Top 5 facts to consider for joining the Global Webit Congress 2014:
1. Global Webit Congress is the most influential event bridging Europe, Middle East, 
Africa and Asia.
2. The world’s Digital and Tech Prophets gather together once per year at Global Webit 
Congress
3. 10’000 attendees (over 55% C-level executives) from 110 countries; 170 000 people 
watched the live stream of the Congress last year; over 26 000 tweets has been sent 
from Webit 2013 for 2 days
4. 300 accredited reporters from world’s most influential digital, tech and business 
media cover the event list includes Venture Beat, Forbes, The Economist, Wall Street 
Journal, TechCrunch, Tech.eu, Mashable, Wired, Guardian, CNN and many more.
more than 200 speakers create the amazing agenda of the Congress.
5. The Tech Summit of Webit Congress attracts CEOs, CTOs and CIOs of world’s most 
innovative companies along with the biggest global and regional tech giants including  
Apple, PayPal, Google, Facebook, Yahoo!, Stripe, Seamless, Ubuntu, Coursera, Nissan, 



Amazon, IBM, Yandex, Qualcomm, Cisco, Akamai, Intel and many many more.

More info: http://webitcongress.com/
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